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Il:l,ooo individual measurements. He has recentlv dis
sected some fifty stools, representing twenty-four \·arie
tles, and finds ovenvhelming evidence that the late 
canes are the thickest, thus re\'ers ing earlier con
clusions drawn from the behasiour of the Punjab 
canes late in the season. 

GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY. 

I !>;CRE.\SED specialisation brings with it further 
subdidsion of the sciences, and most of the new 

journals which arc founded are restricted tu narrower 
fields than those of existing publications. Now and 
then, however, an attempt is made to counteract the 
evils of specialisation by insistence on broad principles 
and by the provision of a meeting-place for workers 
in various branches of the same or of kindred sub
jects. Some such considerations must have led to the 
recent foundation of the journal of General Physiology, 
which is edited by Prof. Jacques Loeb, a physiologist, 
and Prof. \\'. 1. V. Osterhout, a botanist, and 
published by the Rockefeller Institute of Medical 
Research. This journal, which was referred to in 
our issue of October 31 last, is "devoted to the ex
planation of life-phenomena on the basis of the physical 
and chemical constitution of living matter," and first 
appeared in September last. Its scope may, to some 
extent, be illustrated by a number of reprints which 
we have receind; they arc of papers by Prof. Loeb, 
some physico-chemiml, some botanical in nature. 

In three papers on amphoteric colloids, which have 
appeared in the first three numbers of the new journal, 
Prof. Loeb has continued work previously published 
by him in the Joumal of Biological Chemistry. Con
trary to what is generally stated in the li.terature of 
colloid chemistry, hP concludes that the physical pro
perties of gelatin near the point of neutrality arc 
affcl:ted onlv hv the cations of a neutral salt, am\ not 
bv its anions: "The error into which the colloid 
chemists have fallen is due to the fact that thcv alwa,·s 
in\·estigatcd the effect of a neutral salt on a protdn 
in the presence of the salt, while the writer took the 
precaution to wash the excess of salt away after it 
had time to act on the gelatin ." Accordingly, a quan
tity of finely powdered gelatin is left for one hour in 
contact with a neutral salt solution of known con
centration. Tht> powder is then filtered off, and the 
t>XCPSS of salt n>mov<'d hy rP!>C:ttcd washing "·ith 
water. The gelatin is liqucfiPd by heating to 50° C., 
and diluted with water to make a I per cent. solution. 
Then, for instance, the osmotic pressure of the solu
tion is determined in a collodion ba g. Treatment 
with salts of a bivalent metal (MgCI , , CaCI,) does not 
lead to an increase of osmotic pressure, but treatment 
with sufficientlv concentrated solutions of salts of 
monovalent metals (1'\aCI, NaC:--lS, Li!\0,, !>;a,SO,) 
results in an increased osmotic pressure. \Vhen the 
powdered gelatin is similarly treated with hydrochloric 
acid of varying concentrations, it is found that about 
N / 256 HCI (which brings the gelatin to its isoelectric 
point, Pu=4·7) makes the total swelling, the osmotic 
pressure, the conducti\"ity, and the "alcohol number" 
minima. On the less acid side gelatin is regarded as 

.J.. 

existing as a negati\·e ion (e.g. gclatin-B or gelatin-
+ + -
Na); on the more acid side as a cation (gelatin-Cl or 

+ 
gelatin-OH) . 

In a later paper the author has determined the 
amount of bromine in combination with gelatin after 
treatment with hvdrobromic acid of vari·ing concen
trations . He regards the curves of osmotic pressure 
as an "unequivocal function" of the number of gelatin 
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bromide molecules formed. Prof. Loeb has evidently 
not seen the recent very careful and elaborate investiga
tion, by Sorensen and his collaborators, of egg-albumin, 
in the Comptes rendus of the Carlsberg laboratory. 
A considerable section of this monograph deals 
theoretically and practically with the osmotic pres
sure of an amphoteric colloid of great purity in the 
presence of electrolytes, and takes into account factors 
which are not dealt with by Prof. Loeb's simple pro
cedure. It will be interesting to see whether, after a 
perusal of Sorensen's monograph, Prof. Loeb still 
maintains his somewhat sweeping criticism of colloid 
chemists . 

The botanical reprints arc concerned with the 
mechanism of reJ!eneration in Bryophyllum calycinum. 
The leaves of this plant possess peculiar dormant 
buds in each of the notches, which buds mav give 
rise to roots and shoots so soon as the leaf is 
separated from the plant. The chemical mechanism 
of the process is dealt with in a paper in the Annales 
de l'Institut Pastewr, and is a rare ·cxample of work 
published in English in a French journal. In other 
papers in the new journal the influence of the mass 
of a leaf on the quantity of shoots regenerated in an 
isolated piece of stem is measured, and the phvsio
logical ba sis of polarity is discussed. It is suggested 
that an inhibitory influence of the leaf upon shoot
formati"on (as compared with root-formation) is due 
to inhibitorv substances secreted in the leaf, and 
carried by the sap from the leaf towards the base of 
the stem . 

.!ETHEl? AIVD MATTER: BF.:IXG REJ1.-1Rl\S 
ON INERTIA, AND ON R!lDIA TIOX, 
AND ON THE POSSIBLE 
OF ATO:IIS.I 

PART l.--1:-;ERlH. 

\\! E arc each of us flying through S\)<J.Ce at nineteen 
miles a second, probablv much nwn·. :'\othing 

is propelling us; we continue to mo\·c by our own 
inertia, simply because there is nothing to stop us. 
l\Iotion is a fundamental property of matter. No 
piece of matter is at rest in the ;:ether, the chances 
are infinite against any piece having the particular 
velocity zero; every bit is moving steadily at somP 
given sp<oed, unless acted on by unbalanced force. 
Then it is accelerated--changed either in speed or 
direction, or both. 

"\s a matter of fact, WP, like other bodies on the 
earth, are acted on by two slight, unbalanced fot-ccs-
onc which makes us revolve round I he <·arth a 
day, like a satellite; the other which makes us revolve 
round the sun once -a year, like a planer or asteroid. 
Our annual revolution is not because we arc attach{'d 
to the earth; we arc not attached, but re,·oh·e as 
independent bodies, and would revolve in just the 
same tim<:> and wav if the earth were suddPnlv 

only then we should find the diurmil 
revolution transmuted into a twcntv-four-hour rota
tion round our own centres of gravity, and the 
eccentricity of our annual orbit slightly 
In anv case, there is no propellinj:l force, only a 
residual radial force prdduclng curvature of path. 

A railway train, or a ship moving steadily. is lik<>
wise subject to no resultant force. Propulsion and 
resistance balance. The· whole power· of an en11ine, 
after the start, is spent in ove·rcoming friction. The 
motion continues solelv bv inertia. Anv steadilv 
moving bod\· is an example of the first Ia"' of motiori. 
Yott need riot try to think of a body under no force 

1 Amp1ified from a rlh•cour<>e o .. tive .. ed at the Royal In,.titution on 
Friday, 28, '9'9• by Sir Oliver J. Lodge. F.R .S. 
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at a ll; you cannot think of such a body on the earth, 
but you can think of one under no resultant force, 
i.e. under balanced forces. Such a body moves by 
reason of its inertia alone. It is in equilibrium; it 
is not at rest. 

But we have no sense of straightforward locomo
tion, and not the slightest clue to either the magni
tude or direction of our motion through space. We 
can ascertain approximately how the sun is moving 
with reference to our system or cosmos of stars, but 
we do not know atf what rate that system is itself 
moving. For all we know, it may be moving very 
fast, hundreds of miles per second. 

We have a sense of acceleration, however; we 
it in a lift as it begins to descend; and 

if the sensation is repeated .:>ften enough, as on a 
rough sea, the result is unpleasant. We have also a 
sense of rotation; we can tell when our vehicle
say a Tube train-turns a comer in the dark. Most 
animals appear· to have a sense of rotation, <lJlparently 
located in the ear. But we have no sense of direct 
translation; and we have so fa r failed to devise any 
instrumental means for detecting our motion through 
the rether of space. 

The failure is not for lack of trying. Many experi
ments have been tried, but there is · always some 
compensating effect; so we get no answer to ·the 
question : At what rate and in what direction are we 
moving? The best known experiment is that of 
Michelson and Morley, the result of which seems to 
assert that the rether clings to the earth, or that the 
earth is not moving tnrough any kind of substance. 
But Fizeau's classical experiment showed that a 
transparent body carried with it none of the internal 
rether of space; and experiments made by myself 2 at 
Liverpool in the nineties of last century showed that 
a rapidly moving opaque body carries no extemal 
rether with it, that there is no perceptible viscous 
drag or cling between matter a[ld rether, and accord
ingfy demonstrates that stagnation or absence of 
relative rether drift past the earth is not a reasonable 
explanation of Michelson's negative result. 

The two experiments together, in fact, ought to be 
taken as establishing the reality of the most interest
ing of all the compensating effects yet discovered, 
viz. the FitzGerald-Lorentz contraction of all matter 
in motion, which the theory of cohesion 
renders so extremely probable. It only amounts to 
a 3-in. shrinkage in the whole diameter of the earth 
in the direction of motion; but it is enough. This 
slight contraction or change of shape in moving 
bodies I regard as the definite and interesting com
pensating effect in this case. Incidentally, moreover, 
it establishes the electrical, i.e. the chemical, nature 
of cohesion. For, given that cohesion is a residual 
chemical affinity-due to the outstanding attraction 
of molecules composed of neutral groups of equal and 
opposite electric charges, brought so near together 
that the attraction between molecules is no longer 
averaged to zero •-then, on orthodox Maxwellian 
electric theory, a diminution of this force due to 
latera l motion is inevitable. And the resulting lateral 

or longitudinal contraction, or both, is of 
the right order of magnitude. So this acts as a 
previously quite unsuspected compensating effect, 
which exactly neutralises the drift effect otherwise to 
be anticipated. Thus, by superposition of two posi
tive .consequences of drift, the Michelson experiment, · 
like every other yet made, declines to indicate that 
there is anv drift at all. 

HP-nce, after many such negative results, it seems 
to become hopeless to inquire experimentally as to 

,2 See Phil. voJ. dxx'xiv. (1893), pp. 727-So4, and vol. clxxxix. 
'leo?), pp. I4Q-M. 

3 See, for im:ttlnre, my book on electrons, chap. xvi. 
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our motion through rether, unless, indeed, gravitation 
were exempt from the otherwise universal compensa
tion_ In that case the electrical theory of matter 
applied to the motion of planets might yield a residual 
result .. But my recent inquiry into this problem has 
suggested that gravitation, too, is in the conspiracy,• 
and in that case there is some ground for the con
tention of the extreme Relativists, not only that we 
do not know our motion-with which everyone agrees 
-but also that we never shall know it; and, in fact, 
that motion of matter through ·<ether is a phrase 
without meaning. . · 

I hope we shall not too readily shut the door on 
further attempts in this direction; and as a conserva
tive physicist I may be allowed to lament the extra
ordinary complexity introduced into physics and into 
natural phjJosophy by the principle of relativity, as 
so remarkably and powerfully developed by the mathe
m atical genius of Einstein, with complication even 
of our fundamental ideas of space and time. 'The 
complications do not commend themselves to all of 
us, and I for one should be glad to return to the 
pristine simplicity of Newtonian dynamics, moaified, 
of course, by the electrical theory of matter; ad

the FitzGerald-Lorentz contraction, and 
admittmg also the variation of effective inertia with 
speed. These things do not destroy, but supplement, 
Newtonian dynamics. They generalise it in a legiti
mate and intelligible manner. Such complications as 
these are clearly in· accordance with truth, and are 
to be welcomed; but the complicated theory of 
gravit1'!tion created this century by Einstein, and 
developed by his successors, and the consequent over
hauling of space and time relations, do not at present 
commend themselves to me, or, I think, to others 
of what I suppose must be called the older school. 

Meanwhile, the full-blown theory has the courage 
of its conviction and has predicted a definite result, 
viz. the deflection of a ray of light by the sun's limb, 
equal to 1·75 seconds of arc. The prediction is going 
to be tested during the solar eclipse of May 29 this 
year, between Brazil and the Gulf of Guinea. Let 
the issue be clearly understood: If a star-ray grazing 
the sun is de flected ! second it will mean only that 

. light has weight, that the wave-front not only simu
lates the properties of matter by carrying momentum 
-as we know it does from the investigations of 
Nichols and Hull, Poynting and Barlow, and others
but that .it is even subject to gravity. For this would 
be the . angle. between the asymptotes of a cometary 
orbit when the comet is moving with the speed of 
light and passing dose to the sun. • But the principle 
of relativity-through the refractive . or converging 
influence of a strong divergent gravitational field
demands a. greater deflection than this, more than 
twice as great. So there are three alternate deflections 
before us, to be settled by observation :-1·75 sec.; 
o·75 sec.; and zero. Let us ,hope that the result of 
this or of some other eclipse-opportunity may be 
definite enough to discriminate clearly and quantita
tivelv between these three alternative values, anv 
one "of which should be equally welcome to any lover 
of truth. 

If the ,first answer is given decisively, it will be a 
conspicuous triumph for the theory of relativity, 
and will for a time be hailed as a death-blow to the 
rether. I claim beforehand that such a contention is 
illegitimate, that the reality of the rether of space 
depends on other things. and that the establishment 
of the principle of relativity leaves it as real before; 
though truly it becomes even less accesstble, less 

4 See the Phil. Jlf!f.t'· for Augm;t, T9t7, and xqr8, pp. 1-45, 155 
. 

5 See, for instance, my pcipP.r in the Phil. for August, i917, p. 93· 
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amenable to experiment, than we might have hoped. 
Nevertheless, the ::ether is needed for any cle:J.r con
ception of potential energy, for any explanation of 
elasticity, for any physical idea of the forces which 
unite and hold together the discrete particles of 
matter whether by gravitation or cohesion or electric 
or magnetic attraction, as well as for any reasonable 
understanding of what is meant ' by the velocity of 
light. Let us try to realise the position beforehand; 
for we shall be handicapped in the progress of our 
knowledge of the relation between matter and ::ether 
until these fundamental things are settled, and until 
everyone agrees that the ::ether has a real 
I want people generally to admit that the ::ether is 
itself stationary as regards locomotion, and that it 
is the seat of all potential energy; and further, at . 
least as a surmise, that. it is the medium out of 
which matter is probably made, and in which matter 
is perpetually moving by reason of its fundamental 
property called inertia-a property the full explana
tion of which must, I expect, ultimately be relegated 
to and considered as a property derived from the 
::ether itself. 

I call this lecture "i'Ether and Matter," but I might 
equally well have called it "Inertia," for that is the 
main theme with which I have to deal·-at least In 
this first part. ' 

Is . there anything else besides matter which pos
sesses or seems to possess inertia? Faraday diS
covered that an electric current had a property -which 
bore . some analogy to inertia, a propertv clearly 
depending on its magnetic .field. Every current, even 
3: convection ct;rrent, is necessarily surrounded by 
lines of magnetlc force; and when the magnetic field 
is intense the current behaves as if it had consider
able inertia. Faraday at first called the effect "the 
extra current." Maxwell called it "self-induction." 
The latter is the better name. 

To show it, I start a current in a circuit containing 
a stout ring of laterally subdivided iron round which 
the cuuent-conveying wire is wound, and I put in 
circuit an instrument which only responds when the 
current has risen to nearly its full strength. A 
current usually rises what is called instantaneously, 
but there is a very noticable deiay between 
pressmg down the key and the response of the 
instrument. The· lag shown is onlv a second 
or two, but with care I can adjust it -until it is a 
qua:ter of a minute. Such delay or Ia!< in estab
lishing a current would be fata l to electric tele
graphy. In practice the delay is reduced to a mini
mum by using its early values, and the actual response 
is exceedingly quick. Still, the law of rise of current 
is qu!te definite; there is no exception, it is only a 
question of degree; and the law is the same as that 
appropriate to the pulling of a! barge on a canal. A 
barge gets up speed slowly, at a rate depending on 
its mass or inertia, and it ultimately attains a steady 
speed when the resistance balances the null. 

That is exactly the case of a steady current obeying 
Ohm's law; the E.M.F. is balanced by the resist
ance, the propelling force is zero, a nd the current flows 
by what we may call its own inertia-its own 
momentum. 

To stop the current you must either increase the 
resistance or suspend the propelling force. If vou 
interpose -an obstacle suddenly, the motion stops with 
violence-a collision in the case of a train or barge, 
a flash in the case of electric current. This is what 
Faraday called "the extra current at break"; and if 
you are holding the wires in your hand when a 
current is suddenly broken in a circuit of large self
induction, you may get a nasty shock. 
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If you could ·abolish electric resistance, a current 
would go on for ever without propelling force. 

An amazing experiment has been made by Kamer
lingh Onnes at Leyden, who first cooled a metal ring 
down to within 4° of Absolute zero by means of liquid 
helium, and then started a current through it by a 
momentary magnetic impulse. Instead of stopping 

· in a minute fraction of a second, as usual, the current 
went on and on, not for seconds, but for days. In 
four days it had fallen to half-strength, and there 
were traces of it a week later. A most suggestive 
experiment as to the nature of metallic conduction, 
as well as a demonstration of the . fly-wheel-like 
momentum of an electric current! 

This electromagnetic analogue to mechanical 
momentum or inertia is explicable (or supposed to be 
explicable) in terms of the ma netic field surrounding 
the current, i.e. really {as I thmk) in terms of a pro
perty of the ::ether of space. It exactli simulates 
inertia; but is it an imitation or is it the same 
thing? Can it be said that an electric charge poS
sesses inertia in its own right, and retains it always, 
as matter does, whether it be moving or whether it 
be stationary? 

The question was brilliantly answered by your 
professor of natural philosophy Sir J. J. Thomson, 
so lonF( ago as 188I. He calculated the inertia or 
quasi "mass " of an electric charge e on a sphere 

of radius a, and showed that it was m = 
2
;:

2

• 

The p. need not be attended to now, though it is 
really the most important of all-being a great 
::ethereal constant of utterly unknown value 6-but for 
out1 present purpose the fL merely signifies that the e 
must be measured in electromagnetic, not electro
static, measure when the formula is interpreted 
numericaUy with p.= 1. 

At the date 188I this expression for true electric 
inertia , though an interesting result, seemed too 
absurdly small to have any practical significance. 
Take a sphere like a football, 20 em. or 8. in. in 
diameter; charge it until it is ready to give more 
than an inch spark, say up . to 6o;ooo volts; then 
calculate the inertia or equivalent m ass corresponding 
with the charge. If I have done the arithmetic right, 
it comes out one-third of a millionth of a millionth 
of a milligram (3 x I0-'6

). Absurdly small ! Yes, but 
not zero. And whenever a quantity is not nothing; 
there is no telling what importance may not have to 
be. attached to it sooner or later. Nothing real can 
he so small as to be really negligible in the long run 
as knowledge progresses. Something at present un
foreseen may bring it into prominence. So it has 
turned out, in this case. The infinitesimal result of 
nearly forty years ago to-day dominates horiz_on. 
It was in some sort the dawn of a new era m phys1cs. 

Consider it further. Clearly the inertia depends. 
not on the ch'lrge only, but on its concentration. 
The radius of the sohere occurs in the denominator 
of the expression. ·The same charge on a sphere 
2 ·em. in diameter would have ten times the inertia ; 
on a sohere as small as an atom the inertia would 
be a hundred million times bigger still. But then 
even that is small; moreover, an atom could scarcely 
be exoected to hold such a charge. Nevertheless, 
allowing only a reasonable potential, it might seem 
that atomic inertia could be sensibly increased by an 
electric charge. But, no; even on a .sphere as small 
as an atom thP. concentration turns out insufficient; 
the effect is still excessivelv minute. Yet as electric 
inertia at given potential ·depends on linear dimen-

6 l hav f! that It a den::-ity of Jol2 pe:r c.c.+ 41r· See " The 
F.ther of Spa · e," Appendix 2; also the PM!. Mag-. for April, 1907. 
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sions, while material inertia depends on those climen
cubed, there must be a size when the two are 

equal, i.e. when one might account for the other. 
\Vrite the charge in terms of electrostatic potential 

"· 
then 

c= KaV 
::!Ka\'" 

Jll= 
} C"· 

where c IS I j v' (J!K), the wlocity of light. 
Put this expression for m equal to r. a'p, the 

ordinarv mass. 
Then. the pot<"ntiOJl at \vhich the two will be E>qual is 

\'1=ac 

which, for <lensitv of water and for a snhere 10-" em. 
radius, is two volts-quite a reasonable electrolytic 
value, such as is to be expected among atoms.' 

The moral of this dementary, but not very satis
factory, argument is that not for bodies of atomic 
size, but for roo,ooo times smaller in linear 
dimensions, is it possible to explain inertia electro.. 
magnetically. .But forty, or even twenty, years ago 
one would have said : There no bodies of this 
size; nothing can be smaller than an atom ! The 
strange thing is th.."lt, as nearly everyone knows now, 
bodies of this size have been discovered. Thev were 
isolated by Sir J. 1. Thomson in 1899, been 
graduallv led uu to .bv Crookes's and mam· other 
experiments on . cathode rays i and they are' shown 
to be an apparently invisible unit or atom of elcc
tridty the inertia of which is wholly electric. 

The proof of this last statement I can onlv brieflv 
indicate. It is established bv the effec't of snccd on 
electric inertia. If an electri'c charge is moviilg with 
something approaching the velocity of light, its inertia 
increases without limit; and the formula given about 
1889 by Heaviside, Thomson. and otlwrs for electric 
inertia as a function of speed is, in its very simplest 
form, 

m= 2"'!"(l + hi•rher powers). 3fl 2 ( '1. 0 

The velocity of light squared occurs in the denomina
tor, so, before \Ve can ohserve the increase, enormous 
speeds arc necessary. A cannon-ball, or even the 
earth in it·s orbit, is hoodesslv slow; and we know 
no artificial means of ge-tting such a speed as this 

:- The argument i.;. plausible, and, takt:n as an illu<:..tration on ordinary 
lines, will serve: but i it may be quite ftlladous, 
although the main which in the text are going to he rlrawn 
are corret:t. Few things are more than the extrRorJinarily larce 
charge }J('),j hy or an electron in proportion to size. The 
charge is so large that ordinarY about as it exist"> on 
material cannot be expected to apply. If they did, Or in so far as 
thev do, the potP.ntial of an eJe. tror1 would not be two volts, but well over a 
million and the density of the re hereal of which it i.; iJre · 
s.umahly composed (if its rlectric inertlA is to be deriverl in :my simple, 
ordimny way from its hulk) would have to be nothinR" like tbat of water, 
but of the order or a billion the density of wakr. A thousand 
tool', in fact. to the: cuOic rnilli ,,etre. 

We are here out of our depth among qt.Rntities on which a s:rrnt dt>al of 
work bas tn be done to them to ordu. Yc:t it must no• 
that these are noncoen<;ical. Tht y reuuire : and 
tl,at th.at can said for them. l do not think there is any in 
talking r.ltout the pt')(ential o( on indivisible unit of chan.:e, but we cnn talk 
ahout the potential at the confint:s of"" Atom; and that a 

mag-nitude, about 1-4 volts iu the of hy<!rogen, and not very 
<.lifferent fnr eleme'"lt". · 

Rut on the other side of the !!:uhject t.verything points to the dt:nsit)' of 
;ether exceerlirtgl)' high, thou!?h' 11erhaps not !-0 hi).!h as the above 
t:!'limate . It at be greatly r th:\n platinum or }earl, at1d 
probablv irnmenselr denser. 

A difficulty is often fdt as to how ordinary matter like a vhmet can 
through such a medillm without friction. ... ity, however, d•Je .. not in ... olve 

the two are rl•sconn .. cted : and re..,istance to motion woull\ be 
only by vi!'OCO"ity, of which the ret her appears to have none. 1 here 

are .many ways, ·more or less satisfactory, of picturing the free 
motl!')n of matt.er through ether of space:; there 
wonid Le innumerable difficukes in supposinl.! friction anrt cons,.qutnt 
Rcneration of heat. It is. q11ite that the a:.ther does it 
does not dis...:;iprate energy. That imperfection beloags to the province of 

constituted rn3tt'.r.' 
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last, viz. ab<;>ut ninetet'n miles a second. But, for
tunnt.ely, radium does spontaneously what \\'t> cannot 
do; 1t expels electrons with something less, but not 
wry much less, than the speed of light; and Kauff

's .of the mass of projectiles, thus 
flymg at prod1g1ous velocities, confirms the theory, 
and n•movcs anY, d?ubt. as to the reality of pureh· 
and wholly electnc Inertia for electrons. · 

Furthermore, it was bund that the very same 
d<·ctrons can be Split oil or detached from- an\' or 
every. kind of atom, that there is only one kin'd of 
neg at I\'e and though at first there apP<"arro 
to. be of chargt'd particles, the 
evidence IS tendmg to the d1scoven· of a sin<>le kind 
of positi\·c electron likewise; so- it is natural to 
suppose that el:·ctrons are an essential ingredient in 
ma!ter. And smce they possess inertia, even those 
wh1ch are disem?odied cl.ectric it 
becomes possible to surmise that 1n some sense or 
in a certain grouping, they constitute the atom; that 
they confer upon it the inertia with \Vhich we are 
familiar; and that, in fact, electric inertia is the onlY 
inertia that exists. · 

Electric inertia began as the simulacrum of 
inertia; it has shown itself the very same and 
it seems likelv to end bv disolacing even· othc'r kind 
of inertia altogether. • - -

This is the electrical thcon· of matter. 

this theory for the present .as 
hypothes1s, we mav sav that matenal mert1a is 
expfajned electromagnetically, i.e. is explained in 
terms of the magnetic field which necessarilv sur
rounds and accompanies every charge in 
since a charge in motion constitutes a CIJrrent. For 
on this view a material body is but an af(gregate of 
such charges grouped according to some definite 
pattern, positive and negative charges interlaced or 
somehow intertwined, and so far apart in proportion 
to their size that they do not interfere with each ot!wr 
or cancel each othe.r, nor apparently O\'erlap or en
croach on each other's field, to anv mea.;urablc 
extent. Is this possible? It is. For, the 
size of an electron with the size of an atom, we 
perceive that thev are relatively of the same order 
as the size of a nlanct and the size of a solar s\·stem. 
So it becomes nossible to think of an atom as ·a sort 
of solar system, with a positive nucleus or sun sur
rounded by negative electrons revolving in regular 
orbits round it. 

On this view, or, indeed in anv form of the t>l<'<"
trical theon· of matter, the atom' of matter · 
mainly of empt:-· space i in other words, it is exce"
sively porous, just as the solar system is 
empty space, and may be spoken of as t•xcessivcly 
porous, the actual material lumps being almost 
infinitesimal in proportion to the total bull<. :\ rapid 
projectile or a 1·ay of light passing through the solar 
system would be unlikely to hit anythin14; the rhances 
would be strongly a collision. So also, if a 
point be thrown through an atom, the <"hancc of its 

<HJ\'thing is about r in ro.ooo. It might pass 
throu!!h Jo,ooo atoms before strikinJ:(. This experi
ment has bPen tried bv C. T. R. \Vilson and others, 
and that i's, roughly si>eaking, the result. Sooner or 
later a radium projectile meets with an obstacle and 
is stopped, but it traverses a good number of atoms 
on the average; it traverses quite a perceptible 
distance even in a dense solid before it strikes a 
nucleus. 

;\Iatter seems to me--to us, I mav say, 
for in this most physicists are, I think, agreed-a 
gossamer or milky-way structure, an impalpable acci-
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dent in the substantial rether. Here a speck and 
a speck, but, for the great bulk of it, empty space! 

··Impalpable" is not the right word, for matter 
essenti a lly palpable. It is because it appeals so 
directly to our senses that we attend to it so vividly. 
It forces itself on out· attention, while the rether 
eludes us. And wlw? Clearlv because our bodies are 
composed-our sense organs. are composed-of this 
very matter. On the material side we are part of, 
and thoroughly at home in, the material universe. 
Whereas the rether is elusive-we know nothinc< of it 

though our eyes are instruments for 
recetvmg <ethereal tremors excited by agitated elec
trons, we only know that fact, or half know it, bv 
rather recondite inference. reallv tells u.s 
nothing about its own nature, but onh·- about the 
sup.erficial of that gross and palpable matter 
whtch has mterfered with and scattered it before it 
enters our eve. 

Jlievertheless, the atoms of this flesh 
and matter as we )mow it, '"hen analvsed into con
stituents, are turninj:! out to be comooscd each of a 
definite grouping of ultra-minute parti.clt>s, positive 
and negative electrons, which themselves srarcclv 
occupy sp41ce (s::n-c as . soldiers occupy a country), 
and whtrh appear to be of two kinds onh· : the ultl

indivisible units of positive and m;gative clec
tnctty. 

(To be continued.) 

UNIVERSITY A.ND EDUCATIONAl, 

::"'IAxcHESTER.-The fullowing appointments arc 
announrPd :-:\Jr. A. G. Ogilvie, read<·r in geograph\·; 
Mr. ]. ::'\Iarmurray, l(•cturer in ohilosonhv · 1\Iessrs. 
A. Gardner and R. L. :-Jewell. in 
anatomy. :\lr. E. ?\. Ramsbottom has been elected 
to a research fellowship in public health. 

DR. ]. has been 
anatomv in the Anderson 
Glasgo,\·, in succession to 
Buchanan. 

appointed professor of 
of Medicine, 

the late Dr. .\. l'vl. 

THE sum of iOo,oooZ. has been given by :\lr. G. 
Eastman, head of the Eastman Kodak Co., for the 
establishment of a school of music in connect:on with 
the l'nin•rsity of Rochester, New York. 

DR. G. SPENCER :\!ELVIN, kcturer on experimental 
physiologv in thP t.:niversity of Aberdeen, has been 
appointed professor of physiologv in Queen's Univer
sity, Kingston, Ontario. 

THE OF \VALEs, in acknowledging the 
degree of LL.D. conferred upon him on August 26 by 
the University of Toronto, said that anti-toxin 
establishment with which the University is equipped 
had rendered invaluable service during the war for 
the forces of the British Empire and the Allies. 

PROF. C. GoLGI has retired from the chair of 
general pathology and histology in the Cniversitv of 
Pavia , but he t·emains in charge of the institute 
connected with it. A gold medal and souvenir album 
were recently presented to him, and a scholarship 
founded in his honour is to be givPn to the orphan 
of some physician killed during the late war. 

DR. F . J. \VILSOX has been appointed professor of 
inorganic and analytical chemistry, and Dr. I. M . 
Heilbron profe;;sor of organic chemistry, at the 
Glasgow Technical College. :VIr. \V . Kt>rr has been 
appointed assistant in the department of 
mechanical t'ngineering at the same institution. The 
new dewlopment fund of the college has now r('ached 
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the total of 35,oool., the follO\ving donations having 
recently been received :-From :\lr. \V. J. Chrysfal, 
10ool.; 1\Ir. and Mrs. George Morton, soo!.; Messrs. 
W. Teacher and Sons, sool.; Messrs. Alexander 
Stephen and Sons, Ltd., sool.; the Anchor Line 
(Henderson Bros.), Ltd., zsol.; MPssrs. :\lacfarlane, 
Lang, and Co., Ltd., zsol.; and :\Ir. James Reid, 
zsol. 

THE Civil Service Commissioners announce that an 
examination will begin on October 28 for the purpose 
of filling vacancies as assistant examiners in the 
Patent Office. The examination ,,;ill be confined in 
the main to candidates who have served in his 
:\fajcsty 's Forces, and will consist of a qualifying 
examination followed bv interview bY a selection 
board. The subjects or' the qualifying examination 
are English composition, general 
knowledge, and one of the following :-General 
clwmistry, electricity and magnetism, or mechanics 
and mechanism. The limits of age are 20-30. Initial 
salary 150!. a year, together with a war bonus. 
Copies of the regulations and forms of application 
mav h<· obtained from the Secre tan·, Civil Ser
vice Burlington London, 
\\'.1. The last day for making aJ-lplication is 
September rS. 

TH£ United States General Education Board has 
granted r6,ooo dollars to the Nationnl Committee on 
:\1athematical Requirements, appointed by the 
National Mathematical Association of ;\merica, for the 

of undertaking a study looking to improve
ments in the mathemat.ical curriculum of the secondarv 
schools of the countn·. ::"'bthematicians, as well as 
educators in geJ1cral, have in recent years criticised the 
prevailing high-school work in mathematics on the 
ground that much of the material is of little practical 
value, and on the further ground that the high-school 
curriculum in mathematics- takes. too little account of 
modern dev<'lopments in this science. The .\merican 
\latlwmatical ,\ssociation is made up of thP leading 
professors and tcarhcrs of mathematics in .\meriran 
colleges and universities. 1 t has appointed to ron
duct the in<.1uirv a committee comoosed of four 

professors of mathematics and four 
secondar\·-school te:;chers of mathematics. Having 
no funds this hodv to the General Education 
Bo.1.rd fo'r assistan-ce.- .The board itself will not take 
anv nart in the studv or make recommendations. 
Pri1f.' Young, of Dartmouth College, and Prof. Fobert, 
Tt><hniral Iligh School, Chicago, will devote their 
entit·e time to the work for a year or more. 

SOCIETIES .4ND .4C,lDEMIES. 
PARIS. 

Academy of Sciences, August 18.-M. Leon Guign.ard 
in the chair.-G. Humbert: The particular repre
sentations of an integer by positive forms of Hermite 
in an imaginary quadratic body.-1-J. Aodoyer: The 
development of a general function of the radius vector 
of the eccentric anomalY in elliptic movement.
-E. L. Bouvier and d 'E: de Charmoy . Mutation of 
a Caridina into an Ortmannia, and genez-al observa
tions on the evolutive muJ:ations of fresh-water 
shrimps of the family of the Atyidre.-E. 
Vltrasphcrical series --R. Garnier: Ve<torial fields 
with indeterminate asymptotic directions .--E. Jougoet: 
A problem of generalised hydraulics. Flow of a 
burning . mixture.-.-\. Veronoet : J<:tlipsoidal 
figurPs of equilibrium of a liquid in rotation; varia
tion of the major axis.-G. fayet and ;A. Scl!llJimaue: 
The next return of. the periodic comet 191 I VII. 
(Schaumasse). Taking into account the perturbations 
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